The Principles of the Art of Mentoring
The original art of teaching
For thousands of years the way that we pass along our knowledge to others is
strongly tied to the need of survival in nature. Even though the world around us has
been changing drastically lately, our senses, our mind and our body is constructed in
the way of our ancestors that enables us
to experience the creation that surrounds
us and to learn from her.
This age old art of teaching that we
observe in indigenous tribes connected
with the awareness of modern research in
the field creates a powerful medicine
bundle, which stimulates and supports the
yearning for learning that we are born with.
In the end this knowledge helps us to
better understand nature in general, the
nature of communities, and the nature of ourselves and it helps us to accept this and
to honor this.
Dates
Location
Cost

October 05 – 07, 2007
Lebensgarten Steyerberg
Euro 195 plus Euro 68 for camping (own tent) and food

Advanced Awareness & Community Mentoring
Awareness is only half a circle……….

Stalking Wolf

Tom Brown drew a circle on the ground for Jon Young in the same way that his
teacher Stalking Wolf had done for him. He marked two halves using arrows that
were not connected to each other and explained that, due to heightened sensitivity,
people can only walk the path of awareness until they acknowledge their own
blockages. Awareness is the one half of the circle. The other half represents
ceremony. Every old culture was filled with a number of ceremonies which helped
people through times when they were
faced
with
blockages.
However,
ceremonies alone will only take you to a
certain level also. In order to move through
that level awareness is necessary. Only
awareness and ceremony together will
give you the complete circle – will make it
whole and round.
During this week we will have a look at the
role that community takes on in the
creation and support of this fruitful circle of awareness and ceremony by delving into
the depths of both awareness and ceremony.

Dates
Location
Cost

October 08 – 14, 2007
Lebensgarten Steyerberg
Euro 490 plus Euro 204 for camping (own tent) and food

Registration for both workshops through
Lebensgarten Steyerberg
Ginsterweg 3
31595 Steyerberg
Germany
+49 (0)5764 2370, fax 2578
Lebensgarten@gmx.de

